
EDUCATIONAL BENEFITS OF BOSS TUNERS & METRONOMES 

The BOSS tuner and metronome lineup: 

TU-10 Clip-On Chromatic Tuner 

 Affordable clip on tuner can tune electric and acoustic

instruments: brass, winds, strings, etc.

 Unlike many other clip-on tuners, super sturdy BOSS design

protects it from accidental damage

 Accurate to within +/- 1 cent

 Full color display is easy to see in virtually any environment

 Automatically displays the note being played and whether it is in tune relative to

440. 

 Reference pitch can be adjusted to compensate for off-pitch institutional

instruments: pianos, etc.

 Comes in five colors: black, brown, blue, red, silver

TU-80 Tuner & Metronome 

 Affordable BOSS quality tuner and metronome

 Built in mic for tuning acoustic instruments

 Accurate to within +/- 1 cent

 Extremely wide range (E0-C8) can tune any

instrument

 Audible reference pitch for ear training

 440 Reference pitch can be adjusted to

compensate for off-pitch institutional instruments: pianos, etc.

 Accu-pitch feature provides audible in-tune confirmation when pitch is reached:

great for tuning orchestral instruments

 Metronome has wide tempo range: 30-250 bpm

 Seven pattern types with 10 variations from 1/1 to 9/4

 Runs on batteries for use anywhere

TU-88 Tuner & Metronome 

 Unique built in micro monitor w/ aux audio

input allows use as headphone amp for silent

practicing to backing tracks

 Accu-Pitch feature provides audible in-tune

confirmation when pitch is reached: great for

tuning orchestral instruments

 Accurate to within +/- 1 cent

 Extremely wide range (E0-C8) can tune any instrument

 Audible reference pitch for ear training



 Metronome with tap tempo for easy speed setting

 Seven pattern types with 10 variations from 1/1 to 9/4

 Volume control for metronome

 Comes in two colors: black/ white

TU-12EX Chromatic Tuner 

 Industry standard automatic

chromatic tuner

 Accu-pitch feature provides audible

in-tune information when pitch is

reached: great for tuning orchestral

instruments

 Built-in mic for tuning acoustic instruments

 Accurate to within +/- 1 cent

 Audible reference pitch for ear training

TU-12BW Brass & Wind Tuner 

 Special features for orchestra and

band instruments

 Produces audible reference pitches

over a 6-octave range for ear

training

 Accu-pitch feature provides audible

in-tune information when pitch is reached: great for tuning orchestral instruments

 Quick Response meter function helps players learn to keep long tones in pitch

 Built in mic allow tuning acoustic instruments

 Special mic stand clip and carry bag included

 Included contact mic for accurate tuning of orchestral instruments: stings, strings,

horns, etc.

TU-3 Chromatic Tuner 

 Eight octave tuning range

 Accurate to within +/- 1 cent

 Super sturdy metal case

 Visual Accu-Pitch feature confirms tuning. Great for

ear training

 High-tech bright display can be seen in any

environment



DB-30 Metronome 

 Compact pocket metronome

 Wide tempo range: 30-250 bpm

 Provides time signatures up to 17 beats /measure

 Tap tempo function for easy time matching

 9 rhythm types with 24 variations including odd time

signatures and clave patterns for practicing Latin rhythms

 Headphone jack for personal use

 Built in instrument tuner with 12 semi-tone audible reference tones

 Metal clip on back for attaching music stands or even clothing

DB-60 Metronome 

 Super versatile metronome with the ability to

create user defined original patterns to match

feel and style of music

 Tap tempo, timer and stopwatch functions

 20 pattern types

 23 beat types

 Volume of four rhythm components are

individually adjustable to create user defined patterns

 Memory function stores up to eight user patterns

 Loop play function can play stored rhythms automatically for practicing irregular

patterns or tempo changes in songs

 Built in tuner with audible reference tones

 Backlit LCD for is easy to see even n dark environments

DB-90 Metronome 

 Flagship metronome with unequalled features

 PCM drum sounds for more musical practicing

 Distinctive human voice counting sound

 Four “Rhythm Coach” training modes to help

improve accuracy, speed and endurance

 Built in mic for using acoustic drums with Rhythm

Coach functions

 MIDI port for connecting to sequencers, drum

machines or other MIDI devices

 Sliders for creating real time rhythm sound mixes

 Memory for storing and recalling favorite patterns

 30 pattern types

 Built in stand for table top

 Optional cymbal stand mount (MDY-10U) for use on a drum set

 Built in tuner with audible reference tones


